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Advanced Business English
With its communicative syllabus, authentic business material, and expert tips from a leading management school, plus interactive multi-
media, Business Result helps students learn the communication skills they need for work quickly and effectively.
Do you want to be "ahead of the curve" in business vocabulary in time for your next big company meeting?Want to "get the ball rolling" on
improving your communication with employees, employers and possible clients that will work alongside you?In the world of business and
finance, proper communication is key to achieving success, expanding your frontiers and reaching your goals.Whether you're in for an
important interview with an experienced recruiter, having a video conference with clients for a contract signing, or you're selling to an
audience, you're going to want to dominate the idioms and expressions necessary for getting your points across. And this is precisely where
The Business English Vocabulary Builder steps in!Providing you with an essential guide on business-related English vocabulary, this book
will allow you to:?Discover over 300 different business expressions and idioms, covering many different subjects for a wide variety of
uses?Learn the correct definition and usage of each expression, ensuring that you know exactly when you can say them out loud during a
conversation?Visualize examples of the sayings in common conversations, helping you understand their context?Take advantage of
important tips we provide you in the introduction and conclusion of the book, so that you can boost your learning and get a much better
understanding of the English language.You really can't miss out on this opportunity to gain a better grasp of the language you'll require to
become a better and capable professional within the business world!Grab a copy of this amazing Business English Vocabulary Builder and
boost your professional vocabulary today!
Essential grammar reference and practice for anyone using English in a business context. Grammar for Business is a must-have for
intermediate business students and anyone using English in the workplace. It provides clear explanations and authentic practice of the most
essential language used in business English. Designed to help you improve your communication skills in real business situations, it includes
a unique focus on spoken as well as written grammar, and practical tips on areas such as organising presentations, negotiating and giving
your opinion. Ideal for classroom use and self study.
'Market Leader' is the major business English course for tomorrow's business leaders. Incorporating material from the Financial Times, it
brings real business issues right into the classroom.
CD and book designed to teach idioms and expressions used in the American business world.
ABOUT THIS BUSINESS ENGLISH VOCABULARY BOOKBusiness vocabulary is obviously essential in order to be able to speak about,
write about and understand business concepts. However, it is also the key which will allow you to research business related topics and gain
more specific knowledge of finance, strategy, economics and many other areas. Gaining an understanding of key business vocabulary also
vastly improves your written English and speaking skills, as well as your listening comprehension and grammar. "Business English
Vocabulary: Advanced Masterclass: A Master Vocabulary Builder for Advanced Business English Speaking & Writing. Describe data, Lead
Meetings and Ace Presentations!", from the Business English Originals (c) series, is packed full of business English vocabulary, including
specialized exercises and explanations. Business English Vocabulary: Advanced Masterclass, is the new business vocabulary book by Marc
Roche, containing essential business language, with exercises for professional settings and business English conversation vocabulary for
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meetings and presentations. Business English Vocabulary: Advanced Masterclass, is ideal for anyone who has problems understanding,
remembering and using business English vocabulary and for anyone who wants to speak better business English with fluency and
confidence. Don't waste hours upon hours researching words and trying to understand its meaning. This book will make your learning more
efficient with less of your own effort, which means more spare time to review other concepts.WHY YOU SHOULD READ THIS BOOK
Business English Vocabulary: Advanced Masterclass, will give you the skills, tools, knowledge and practice needed to feel confident when
presenting and writing about business-related information. This business vocabulary book is a self-study step-by-step manual on how to use
and understand business terminology. Knowing this vocabulary will help prepare you for all the types of situations in your professional life.
The vocabulary included is essential for: Advanced business English conversation vocabulary Advanced business English writing vocabulary
Describing data Leading meetingsAcing Presentations
The Vocabulary Builder Workbook is the latest approach to learning new vocabulary and boosting your language skills. Building your
vocabulary requires more than flashcards. That's why leading test-prep expert, Chris Lele, developed a new method for introducing new
words into your vocabulary. With The Vocabulary Builder Workbook you will gain and retain a fundamental understanding of more than 1,400
essential words. Ideal for those taking the SAT, ACT, or GRE--or for those who simply want to improve their writing and speaking skills-- The
Vocabulary Builder Workbook makes the task of expanding your vocabulary an opportunity for real learning and growth. The Vocabulary
Builder Workbook will make you a better reader, writer, and test-taker through: Fun and Easy Lessons organized by theme to help you
identify roots and form associations and recognize thousands of additional vocabulary words Progressive Learning Techniques for all levels
with vocabulary lessons that steadily increase in difficulty for continued advancement Retention Focused Activities to make sure you
remember every word long after the test is over The Vocabulary Builder Workbook transforms any lackadaisical wordsmith into a sedulous
student with refreshingly simple lessons and fun activities to boost your vocabulary.
The Advanced Business English Guide: How to Communicate Effectively at The Workplace and Greatly Improve Your
Business Writing SkillsChristopher Hill
"Your email behavior has the potential to make or break you, both personally and professionally." Email Writing:
Advanced (c). How to Write Emails Professionally. Advanced Business Etiquette & Secret Tactics for Writing at Work.
Produce Professional Emails, Business Letters, Proposals & Reports Marc Roche's new business English book focuses
exclusively on email writing for work and business. This book is about business email writing that works for you and your
company. It includes exclusive VIP access to business letters + business letter templates. Email etiquette lessons will
guide you through the basics and the not so basics of emailing your colleagues, bosses and clients. You can also
download Marc Roche's Starter Library with 700+ Business English Resources FOR FREE and get a FREE Professional
Writing Course on How to Write Emails Professionally. What you will get in this email writing book: The 14 Essential
Rules of Email Etiquette How to Skyrocket Your Email Productivity Creating a Positive Email Routine The Ultimate Email
Processing System Key Language Principles of Writing Emails Negative Words You Should Avoid Using if Possible
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Being Specific in Your Emails Proposals & Persuasive Emails Guiding Your Audience Paint the Picture! Use Analogies
How to Craft your Message How to Achieve Maximum Effect 5 Phrases That Move People to Action (Perfect for Email
Negotiations, Marketing & Sales) The Six Formulas for Expressing Benefits The Power of Odd Numbers How to Use
Bullet Points to Maximum Effect Email Writing Voice & Style Company Introduction Example Cover Letter Example
Welcome Email Example How to Add Personality to Your Emails Increase Your Credibility Graphs Statistics Quotes How
to Use Graph Data in Your Emails Data Resources & Tools General Data/Research Academic Studies/White Papers
Financial Data Government/World Data Social Data Health Data
ESL Conversation Book for Business English: ESL Lessons for Business Speaking. A Collection of ESL Conversation
Cards, Grammar Activities & Speaking Activities for the Business English Classroom.No Prep Business English Speaking
Lessons for Busy Teachers! Sign up for exclusive resources + free e-books + tons of other resources and goodies at the
end of the bookThis brand new ESL Conversation Book for Business English is jam-packed full of speaking cards,
worksheets and conversation sheets to whip out whenever you want and make your life instantly easier. Business
English lessons are all about getting students comfortable and engaged even when they are tired or distracted by
external factors. The ESL Conversation Book for Business English will give you the tools needed to get students
speaking, which will make your business English classes both more enjoyable and more productive! In the Phrasal Verbs
section of this book, you'll find grammar and vocabulary hand-outs before each set of speaking questions. You can do
some of these handouts in class, or you can set them as homework if you prefer. All the worksheets and ESL
conversation cards can be photocopied and used in the classroom and can be adapted to classroom games and
warmers
Plain English guidance for strategic business analytics and bigdata implementation In today's challenging economy,
business analytics and big datahave become more and more ubiquitous. While some businesses don'teven know where
to start, others are struggling to move from beyondbasic reporting. In some instances management and executives do
notsee the value of analytics or have a clear understanding ofbusiness analytics vision mandate and benefits. Win
withAdvanced Analytics focuses on integrating multiple types ofintelligence, such as web analytics, customer feedback,
competitiveintelligence, customer behavior, and industry intelligence intoyour business practice. Provides the essential
concept and framework to implementbusiness analytics Written clearly for a nontechnical audience Filled with case
studies across a variety of industries Uniquely focuses on integrating multiple types of big dataintelligence into your
business Companies now operate on a global scale and are inundated with alarge volume of data from multiple locations
and sources: B2B data,B2C data, traffic data, transactional data, third party vendordata, macroeconomic data, etc.
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Packed with case studies frommultiple countries across a variety of industries, Win withAdvanced Analytics provides a
comprehensive framework andapplications of how to leverage business analytics/big data tooutpace the competition.
English for Everyone is an exciting and comprehensive self-study course for adults learning English as a foreign
language. This course is a unique new series with a visual, engaging and easy to follow style to make the English
language easy to learn. Learn business English by reinforcing key language skills, grammar rules and vocabulary with
listening, speaking, reading and writing exercises. This unique course is easy to use, starting at beginner level and
working up to advanced English to help you grow in confidence as you learn. This Business English Intermediate Course
Book introduces business topics such as interpersonal skills, meeting vocabulary, emailing a client and attending
interviews. Audio material is provided at every stage through the English For Everyone website and Android/iOS apps to
provide vital experience of spoken English and make even tricky phrases easy to understand. Perfect for personal study
or to support exams including TOEFL and IELTS, English for Everyone is suitable for all levels of English language
learners.
DON'T LET YOUR BUSINESS ENGLISH SKILLS HOLD YOU BACK IN YOUR CAREER! INCLUDES FREE ACCESS
TO HUNDREDS OF BUSINESS ENGLISH & BUSINESS COMMUNICATION RESOURCES! (SEE BACK OF BOOK
FOR DETAILS)"Business English Communication: Advanced Skills (c). Master English for Business & Professional
Purposes. How to Communicate at Work +700 Online Business English Resources. Business English Originals
(c)"Master the art of business English communication to improve your influence and results NOW. Successful business
English communication is as much about reaching your personal goals as it is about helping others. It's give and take,
happy mediums, win-win, all that and more. Learn to: - Structure your written and spoken messages and create a
conversation that leads your reader into wanting to take the action you want. - Come across as smarter, more confident,
and more capable at work. - Condition yourself to succeed with one of the most important skills you can learn- business
communication - Establish and maintain trust to connect with your colleagues, clients, partners and superiors. - Save
time when it comes to writing, by maintaining clear objectives and organization. - Prevent conflict and stress by making
your points and intentions clear and honest, but at the same time diplomatic. Grab the lessons in this book, apply them to
your business speaking and writing and succeed!Professional Etiquette & Secret Business English Tactics for
Communicating at WorkBusiness English Communication: Advanced Skills (c) is a professional Business English
etiquette guide for speaking & writing at work. Master better Business English and business writing with high-level
business skills for successful communication at work.Topics Covered in this Business English Book: Business
Communication Business English (English for Business & Business English ESL)Business English
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WritingCommunication Skills Business letters Report writing Email writing Business EtiquetteCommunicating with
confidence is a skill, which means anyone can develop it. It just takes patience and a willingness to learn from mistakes.
It comes down to practice, practice and more practice. No magic, no Ouija boards, and no praying to the sky. Just
practice and willingness to not judge yourself, so that you can adapt and learn. There's no perfect report or presentation,
because it's completely subjective. Instead, communication is a journey of constant learning and improvement. Forget
any possible hang-ups you may have before you read another word of this book. Make a promise to yourself that you will
practice, make mistakes, adapt and learn. This is what it's all about. If you're ready, let's start! The whole point of this
book is to help you improve your written and spoken communication in business and professional settings. Review any
sections that you feel you need to and use them as a starting point for further research and practice.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced students need, especially with the
essential skills: reading, writing, listening and speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New
words: so your English stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking for quickly * Idiom
Finder * 200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to avoid common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way
words work together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and
American English, plus practice tools to help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the
right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you while you are working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives
on screen help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of interactive exercises
A new, exciting, and intuitive way to learn business English, this comprehensive self-study course--now available in a beautifully
packaged box set--is uniquely visual, engaging, and easy to follow. English for Everyone: Business English is the easiest way to
teach yourself workplace English. The course combines innovative visual teaching methods with the best of DK design to make
workplace English easy to learn. The most useful English grammar and business vocabulary are tied into everyday workplace
situations, such as interviews, meetings, presentations, sales pitches, formal and informal phone calls, business travel, and
conferences. Essential documents, such as job applications, resumes, and formal emails, are analyzed in detail, making them
easy to understand and replicate. The box set includes a course book and a corresponding practice book. The practice book is an
essential companion to the course book, offering extensive exercises to drill language skills and improve fluency. Each book is
structured in two levels, with Level 1 starting at pre-intermediate English, and Level 2 taking you to upper intermediate. Key
language skills, grammar rules, and business vocabulary are presented in a clear and simple way, with attractive illustrations to
put business English in context. Listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises, backed by extensive audio and interactive
digital practice, are presented in bite-sized modules, allowing you to learn at your own pace. Whatever your career, the English for
Everyone: Business English box set will make it incredibly easy to teach yourself English for the workplace.
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Studies have shown that 90% of all online businesses fail within the first four months of starting. This is a pretty disheartening
statistic, right? If you want to do everything in your power to be among the 10% who succeed, keep reading... THIS IS NOT A
DICTIONARY. If that's what you're looking for, I urge you to save your money and not buy this book. Now...congratulations. With
the click of a finger, you've implanted a thought into your subconscious mind that you won't ever let yourself be part of the majority
that fail, part of those stuck in the hamster wheel. You've let yourself know that you're determined to execute your business plans.
You've probably heard the saying 'knowledge is power'. Right? Wrong! Applied knowledge is power. Knowledge is only as
powerful as the holder, just as a blade is only as dangerous as the one who wields it. Many aspiring entrepreneurs end up
spending money on 'educating themselves' buying books, high ticket online courses, and going to seminars but never actually
apply what they learn. Some don't even educate themselves at all. This is a disaster waiting to happen. Success will not come.
Just like most entrepreneurs, I didn't go to university to study business. During my early years forming my start-up businesses, I
struggled immensely with fully understanding business lingo and key terminology. There's nothing more embarrassing than not
knowing key business terminology, not being able to express yourself professionally in business meetings or negotiations, not
knowing the correct language to use at crucial turning points and still thinking you're a 'business owner'. I sought understanding
and the appropriate knowledge needed to become a professional. I took business very seriously; if I wanted to be successful, I
would need all the advantages I could get. I wanted to fix my intellectual blind spots, as I knew this was an advantage my
competitors had over me. As an entrepreneur, we are problem solvers, right? So, I slowly built a mind map of all the business
phrases that kept creeping up in conversations, meetings, podcasts and online courses. Business Vacbulary will enable you to...
Fully understand business lingo and idioms Gain a new perspective on business and how it works through contextual explanations
of each term Transform how you conversate in business meetings and with professionals, making you more professional
Seamlessly apply your newly acquired knowledge into your everyday business Take full advantage of my tips/benefits for the
relevant buzzword, as well as the 'BOSSNOTE' which gives honest advice based on key business principles you should follow ( I
express why most businesses fail while others succeed, coming from 7 years of experience in the business world) Understand the
meaning of commonly misunderstood business terms in digestible language "EDUCATION IS KEY" - Every Successful
Businessman and Woman. If you want to educate yourself and become part of the 10% who know exactly how to apply their
knowledge...if you want to gain a deeper understanding of key business terminology... If you want to be able to fully express
yourself professionally in the business world, scroll up and click 'Add To Cart'.
Business Result Second Edition offers business professionals more communication and language practice than ever before,
helping students develop relevant communication skills they can use immediately in the workplace.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. English for
Everyone is an exciting and comprehensive self-study course for adults learning English as a foreign language. This course is a
unique new series with a visual, engaging, and easy to follow style to make the English language easy to learn. Learn business
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English by reinforcing key language skills, grammar rules, and vocabulary with listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises.
This unique course is easy to use, starting at beginner level and working up to advanced English to help you grow in confidence as
you learn. This Business English Beginner Course Book introduces business topics such as meetings and presentations,
telephone language, company history, and business lunches. Audio material is provided at every stage through the English For
Everyone website and Android/iOS apps to provide vital experience of spoken English and make even tricky phrases easy to
understand. Perfect for personal study or to support exams including TOEFL and IELTS, English for Everyone is suitable for all
levels of English language learners.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises. English for
Everyone is an exciting and comprehensive self-study course for adults learning English as a foreign language. This course is a
unique new series with a visual, engaging, and easy to follow style to make the English language easy to learn. Learn business
English by reinforcing key language skills, grammar rules, and vocabulary with listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises.
This unique course is easy to use, starting at beginner level and working up to advanced English to help you grow in confidence as
you learn. This Business English Intermediate Practice Book introduces business topics such as interpersonal skills, meeting
vocabulary, emailing a client, and attending interviews. Audio material is provided at every stage through the English For Everyone
website and Android/iOS apps to provide vital experience of spoken English and make even tricky phrases easy to understand.
Perfect for personal study or to support exams including TOEFL and IELTS, English for Everyone is suitable for all levels of
English language learners.
What is Business English? The term “ Business English ” can have different meaning for different people. For some, it focuses on
vocabulary and topics used in the worlds of business, trade, finance, and international relations. For others it refers to the
communication skills used in the workplace, and focuses on the language and skills needed for typical business communication
such as presentations, negotiations, meetings, socializing, correspondence, report writing, and a systematic approach. Have you
ever wondered how you can improve business writing such as proposal, presentation drafts, emails, or report? Do you want to
stop making avoidable mistakes during your business speeches or are you having challenges speaking professionally? If you
answer yes to these questions, then this book will greatly enhance the way you Speak and Write at workplaces or in office
environments. In this book, You will be learning how to communicate effectively in English in a professional context. You will be
expanding your English vocabulary, improve your ability to write and speak in both social and professional interactions, and learn
terminology and skills that you can apply to business negotiations, telephone conversations, written reports, emails, and
presentations.This book is written to bridge the gap between the general English and the specialized business English that you
need for career advancement. You will be learning how to negotiate your potential clients and learning how to convey ideas to your
colleagues or business executives in a much more effective way. New terms and phrases will also be used in different business
environment, such as: • Meetings • During presentation • Briefings and • Public speaking • Interviews Also, you will learn the
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basic rules for engaging in business writing, which includes: • Letter writing • Email writing • Drafting of presentations • Proposal
writing Every rules and guideline given in this book is practical and easy to follow. If you are purchasing “The Advanced Business
English Guide” Today, you will be also getting 2 BONUS Chapters on How to Ace your Interview + How to get a Promotion and a
Raise. It’s time to advance your career and start the journey to improve your Business English skills. You will make significant
changes to the way you communicate. You Will be a Step Closer to Success!
Great Business English uses a unique phrase menu system to combine real business knowledge with the communication and
language skills you need to do well at work. If you have intermediate or advanced English and need to do business with
international colleagues or customers in English, then Great Business English is perfect for you. Great Business English is written
by, Hilary Moore, who has a PhD, a Masters in Business, and is a qualified language teacher. She has years of experience
training business managers like you to communicate well in English. The book includes sections on: presenting, negotiating, small
talk, making telephone calls, conducting meetings, talking about employees' skills, managing disagreement, and discussing
business and sales results. There are also sections which list the most useful business verbs and vocabulary, with definitions and
examples. It uses a unique 'phrase menu' method to support your learning. A supporting set of 3 CDs are easily available to
purchase online, after ordering the book. The book is quick, practical and portable. It will give you the language that you really
need for a successful international business career!
Market Leader uses authoritative authentic content from the Financial Times to build the professional language and skills
needed to communicate in the modern world of business. The third edition has been completely updated to reflect this
fast-changing world.
Business English Speaking: Advanced Masterclass - Speak Advanced ESL Business English with Confidence &
Elegance: Business Meetings & Presentations in English. Includes 300+ PPT Presentation Templates.American & British
Business English Advanced Speaking for ESL Students and Teachers. This business English book provides a solid
framework for English language learners to acquire advanced Business English Speaking skills by exploring the secret
psychology and dynamics behind effective business communication in English, together with advanced phrases and self-
study exercises to improve business vocabulary and confidence. This book is ideal for any business setting where the
person has to speak in one-to-one or group interactions, like meetings, presentations, parties and other public speaking
events. With this business English communication course, you will learn: -How to speak ESL Business English with
Confidence & Elegance. You will learn: -How to deliver outstanding presentations-How to hold a successful meeting in
English -How to excel at public speaking -How to maximize your influence in ANY professional situation in English To
make this self-study Business English Speaking course even more effective, it includes 300+ Premium Business
Presentation Templates in PowerPoint format that you can download whenever you like.
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Business Benchmark helps students get ahead with their Business English vocabulary and skills and gives them
grammar practice in business contexts. This course book provides advanced-level students with essential business
language and vocabulary, and provides training and practice for the BEC Higher exam, using real BEC exam tasks
provided by Cambridge ESOL. Self-study Books, Teacher's Resource Books and Audio CDs (2) are also available.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and you will need paper and a pencil to complete the exercises.
Welcome to the most exciting English language learner around! The ultimate self-study course is easy to use, quick to
learn and works at an advanced level with real depth and detail. Level 4 guarantees an engaging and entertaining
experience for adults already accomplished at learning English as a foreign language. This advanced course targets
experienced English speakers looking to hone their existing skills. Learn English at the highest level by reinforcing key
language skills, grammar rules, and vocabulary with listening, speaking, reading, and writing exercises. At this level the
content is more challenging, covering subjects such as family life, business, and news, and media. English for Everyone
Course Book Level 4 Advanced covers the major global English-language exams, including TOEFL and IELTS. This
book is part of DK's best-selling English for Everyone series, which is suitable for all levels of English language learners
and provides the perfect reading companion for study, exams, work, or travel. With audio material available on the
accompanying website and Android/iOS apps bringing vital experience of spoken English, there has never been a better
time to learn English.
The major business English course for tomorrow's business leaders. Incorporating material from the Financial Times(c), it
bring business right into the classroom.
Build your English language skills and grow your career with English for Everyone: Business, Practice Book. English for
Everyone: Business, Practice Book makes it easier to learn the English you need to succeed in the workplace. More than
700 exercises use graphics and visuals to develop English skills in presenting, writing formal e-mails, filling out job
applications, networking, and other common workplace scenarios. Exercises cover speaking, listening, reading, and
writing skills, offering complete language practice. Find the errors in sample messages, answer comprehension
questions, fill-in-the-blanks with key grammar and vocabulary, word order games, and writing your own formal
documents. English for Everyone: Business, Practice Book matches the language standards used by the major global
English-language exams, offering ideal preparation for starting, changing, and advancing your career. Use this practice
book with English for Everyone: Business, Course Book so you can work with the books together. Download the free app
and practice online with free listening exercises at www.dkefe.com. Series Overview: English for Everyone series
teaches all levels of English, from beginner to advanced, to speakers of English as a second language. Innovative visual
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learning methods introduce key language skills, grammar, and vocabulary, which are reinforced with a variety of
speaking, reading, and writing exercises to make the English language easier to understand and learn. Visit
www.dkefe.com to find out more.
English for Business Studies is a course for upper-intermediate and advanced level students who need to understand
and discuss business and economic concepts.
Varied vocabulary tests with answers; new to the popular English Vocabulary in Use series. Varied vocabulary tests with answers; new to the
popular English Vocabulary in Use series.
Introducing Business English provides a comprehensive overview of this topic, situating the concepts of Business English and English for
Specific Business Purposes within the wider field of English for Special Purposes. This book draws on contemporary teaching and research
contexts to demonstrate the growing importance of English within international business communication. Covering both spoken and written
aspects of Business English, this book: examines key topics within Business English, including teaching Business English as a lingua franca,
intercultural business interactions, blended learning and web-based communication; discusses the latest research on each topic, and
possible future directions; features tasks and practical examples, a section on course design, and further resources. Written by two leading
researchers and teachers, Introducing Business English is a must-read for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students studying
Business English, Business English as a Lingua Franca, and English for Specific Business Purposes.
Primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice book, it can also be used for classroom work. The book covers a wide range of
business topics including Jobs, People and Organisations, Production, Marketing, Finance and the Economy and Business Culture. Business
skills covered include Meetings, Negotiating and Presentations. 66 easy-to-use units.
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